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Abstract. 

Density functional theory calculations are performed for the electronic band 

structures and optical absorption spectra of the zigzag nanoribbons and armchair 

nanotubes of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride as well as hybrid tubular 

structures obtained by embedding two dimer lines of B and N atoms into an 

armchair nanotube. Linear correlation coefficient analysis is carried out to 

quantitatively investigate relations between energies of absorption resonances in 

these tube-ribbon pairs. Despite the large disparity in the energy band gaps of some 

of these structures, our results show a high degree of correlation (r > 0.85 with > 

95% confidence level) between them.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Graphene is known to be a promising optoelectronic material due to its strong 

interaction with light defined by the fine structure constant [1]. However, the 

optical absorption of graphene is constant for a wide spectral range [1] which 

would require bandstructure modifications for switchable optoelectronic devices 

[2-5]. Current advances to the synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNR) [6] and 

carbon nanotubes (CNT) [7-8] have mainly addressed the issues on the bandgap 

opening and optical resonance engineering for high-performance devices. 

A two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is another current 

breakthrough in nanomaterials. With an atomic arrangement of alternating boron 

and nitrogen atoms, h-BN has a layered structure similar to graphene. However, 

unlike graphene, pristine h-BN possesses a band gap higher than 5 eV [9-11]. 

Nevertheless, in-gap states can be introduced into the h-BN membrane with h-BN 

properties being modified drastically [12-14]. The h-BN band structure can also be 

changed by the formation of stable nanotubes [15] or by electron confinement in h-

BN nanoribbons and hybrid h-BN/carbon structures [16-17]. The unique properties 

of h-BN are being efficiently combined with graphene and practically harnessed 

through high-quality embedment of graphene nanostructures into the h-BN 

membrane [18-19]. 

Despite the recent growth of research to the energy band optimization on graphene 

and h-BN, integration of the said nanomaterials into optoelectronic circuits still 

remain a major common issue. The architecture of optoelectronic circuits plays an 

important role to their large scale on-chip integration and transfer from the planar 

solid-state technology (2D circuits) to 3D circuits [20]. Seamlessly combining the 

properties of tubular and planar topologies is one of the key aspects of circuit 

nanoengineering. Thus, mapping the optical properties of tubular structures such as 

CNT and h-BN nanotubes (h-BNNT) to their counterparts, like zigzag GNR 
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(ZGNR) and h-BN zigzag nanoribbons (h-BNZNR), is necessary for applications in 

scalable photonic technology and on-chip device integration.  

Previous tight-binding studies have shown manifestations of hidden correlation on 

the absorption resonances between of graphene nanoribbons and their 

corresponding tubes [21-23]. Although the selection rules for the optical transitions 

in GNRs and CNTs are generally different, the absorption resonances can be 

aligned when the width of the nanoribbon is half to the circumference of the 

nanotube [21, 23-24]. 

In this work, correlation analysis is conducted for the absorption spectra obtained 

within the density functional theory not only for the graphene nanoribbons and 

carbon nanotubes forming a suitable geometric pair as stated above but also to the 

hexagonal boron nitride ribbons and tubes. Similar analysis is further carried out to 

hybrid graphene and hexagonal boron nitride nanotubes. 

2. METHODS 

For an infinitely long carbon nanotube (CNT), the tube structure is defined by two 

chiral indices (n,m) that were both set to 10. The CNT(10,10), which has been 

thoroughly studied both theoretically [25] and experimentally [26], is used as a 

reference in this study. Likewise, the infinitely long zigzag graphene nanoribbon 

(ZGNR) is set to width index w = 9 since ZGNR(9) and CNT(10,10) can form a 

“tube-ribbon” pair as predicted in previous studies [21,23]. Boron nitride tube-

ribbon pairs are investigated by comparisons of h-BNNT(6,6) and h-BNNT(7,7) to 

h-BNZNR with w = 6 or to ZGNR(5). Similar to well-known stable nanostructures 

of h-BN/graphene [27-29], tubes recognized as hybrid h-BN/CNT with chiral 

indices set to 6 and its inverse hybrid nanotube are explored as suitable tube-ribbon 

pairs for ZGNR(5). The inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) has one of its covalently 

bonded B-N pair at a 180° rotation from the structure of a hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6). 
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The periodic translation is oriented along the x-axis for all the nanotubes 

considered in this study. 

The electronic band structures of the above-mentioned nanostructures are 

calculated using Quantum Espresso (QE) package based on the density functional 

theory (DFT) [30]. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials [31] are used in this 

calculation with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange and correlations [32]. 

The vacuum distances used for the separation of periodic nanostructure images are 

summarized in Table 1. In all the QE calculations, the kinetic energy cutoff to the 

plane wave expansion is set to 360 Ry. 

Table 1. The translation periods and vacuum separations for the periodic images of 

graphene and hexagonal boron nitride nanotubes and nanoribbons  

Structure type x-axis (Å) y-axis (Å) z-axis (Å) 

R
ib

b
o

n
 

ZGNR(5) 2.46 20.0 10.0 

ZGNR(9) 2.46 40.0 20.0 

h-BNZNR(6) 2.51 20.0 10.0 

T
u

b
e
 

CNT(10,10) 2.46 40.0 20.0 

h-BNNT(6,6) 2.51 40.0 20.0 

h-BNNT(7,7) 2.51 20.0 20.0 

Hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 2.51 20.0 20.0 

Inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 2.51 20.0 20.0 

Uniform k-point meshes given by 300 x 1 x 1 and 180 x 1 x 1 are used for the 

graphene and h-BN nanostructures, respectively. The dielectric function ε is 

computed in pw2gw subpackage of QE [30]. The resulting optical absorption 

spectra A(ω) are evaluated using Eq. (1) from Ref. [33]. Only the absorption 

spectra of the polarization parallel to the longitudinal axis is considered since the 

absorption from the radiation at the perpendicular polarization is normally weak 

[33] or suppressed due to the depolarization effect [34]. 

The degree of correlation between a sample set of absorption peaks (xi, yi) from two 

nanostructures X (tube) and Y (ribbon) is tested by the Pearson linear correlation 

coefficient, r defined by [35] 
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𝑟 =
∑(𝑥𝑖−�̅�)(𝑦𝑖−�̅�)

√∑(𝑥𝑖−�̅�)
2√∑(𝑦𝑖−�̅�)

2
 .     (1) 

The confidence level is estimated based on the critical values of r in Table A.24 

reported by Bonamente [35]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The electronic band structures for all possible nanostructure ribbon-tube pairs are 

condensed into the subgraphs of Fig. 1. Consequently, Fig. 2 illustrates the 

corresponding absorption spectra from the given nanoribbons and nanotubes. In 

Fig. 1(a), a Dirac point is observed close to the k-point 2π/3 of the CNT(10,10) 

energy band spectrum which therefore implies negligible curvature effects for a 

metallic CNT [36-37]. The corresponding CNT(10,10) optical absorption in Fig. 2 

reveals the first interband peak E1 at 1.575 eV indicating that a transition between 

the lowest conduction band and highest valence band is indeed forbidden. 

The linear correlation coefficient between the absorption peaks of CNT(10,10) and 

ZGNR(9) is calculated to be equal to 0.9740, which means that the two structures 

have a very high correlation of peaks with a confidence level > 95 %. Hence, the 

predicted hidden correlation between GNR and CNT associated to van Hove 

singularities from the tight-binding model [21, 23] persists in the DFT QE 

numerical calculations. 

From this high degree of correlation between graphene nanotube and nanoribbons, 

a similar pattern is expected for h-BN tube-ribbon pairs. Based on the calculated 

absorption spectra in Fig. 2, the absorption peak correlation coefficients are 

computed for each pair of h-BN nanotube and h-BN (or graphene) nanoribbon. The 

coefficients are shown in Table 2 with their corresponding confidence level 

estimated from N sample set of resonance peaks. 
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Fig. 1. The comparison between electronic band diagrams of (a) CNT(10,10) (solid 

green) and ZGNR(9) (dashed red), (b) h-BNNT(7,7) (solid green), h-BNNT(6,6) 

(dashed red) and h-BNZNR(6) (dashed dotted blue) (c) same as (b) but with dashed 

dotted blue curve being ZGNR(5), (d) inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) (solid green), 
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hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) (dashed red) and h-BNZNR(6) (dashed dotted blue), (e) 

same as (d) but with dashed dotted blue curve being ZGNR(5). Black arrows 

denote allowed E1 transitions while the crossed arrows are forbidden transitions. 

 
Fig. 2. The absorption spectra of the graphene and hexagonal boron nitride 

nanoribbons and nanotubes where the black arrows designate the resonance peaks. 

Table 2. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the absorption peaks energies 

for different tube-ribbon pairs and the corresponding confidence level. 

Nanoribbon Nanotube 
Correlation 

coefficient, r 

Confidence 

level  

Number of 

peaks, N 

ZGNR(9) CNT(10,10) 0.9740 95% - 99% 4 

h-BNZNR(6) h-BNNT(6,6) 0.6036 70% - 80% 6 

h-BNZNR(6) h-BNNT(7,7) 0.6020 70% - 80% 6 

ZGNR(5) h-BNNT(6,6) 0.9650 > 99% 6 

ZGNR(5) h-BNNT(7,7) 0.9589 > 99% 6 

ZGNR(5) hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 0.4521 60% - 70% 6 

ZGNR(5) Inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 0.6474 80% - 90% 6 

h-BNZNR(6) hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 0.6324 90% - 95% 8 

h-BNZNR(6) Inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) 0.8748 > 99% 8 

From the wide band gaps seen in Fig. 1(b), the first allowed high-energy interband 

transitions E1 are located at 4.575 eV, 4.625 eV and 4.675 eV for h-BNNT(6,6)/h-

BNNT(7,7) and h-BNZNR(6), respectively as shown in Fig. 2.  These DFT QE 
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optical resonance results agree seamlessly to the DFT SIESTA numerical analysis 

done by Chernozatonskii et. al [28-29] which states that the band gap of a BN 

monolayer (EBN mono ≈ 4.6 eV) shortens as its energy branches approach the Fermi 

level due to the increase of the BN nanomesh curvature.  However, the optical 

resonance correlations between a h-BNZNR(6) and the tubes h-BNNT(6,6) and h-

BNNT(7,7) are not as high as the pairs of ZGNR(5) and these h-BNNTs. Despite a 

high degree of correlation between ZGNR(5) and the h-BNNTs, the absorption 

peaks are not aligned in ZGNR(5) and the h-BNNTs as shown in Fig. 2. For 

ZGNR(5), the interband transition E1 is 1.675 eV while h-BNNTs have high-energy 

E1 transitions. Based from these interesting results, correlation comparisons are 

then performed between hybrid h-BN/CNT and ribbons ZGNR and h-BNZNR. The 

electronic band diagrams in Fig. 1 (d) and (e) clearly show that the hybrid h-

BN/CNT(6,6) exhibits semiconductor-to-metal transition upon its transformation 

into an inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6). With this change, the interband absorption 

peak E1 ≈ 0.375 eV of the hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) vanishes in the corresponding 

inverse hybrid tube, which clearly indicates that the interband dipole transition 

across the narrow band gap is indeed allowed for the hybrid structure. In contrast, 

the inverse hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) interband transition E1 is 0.825 eV that 

evidently implies a forbidden dipole transitions in the vicinity of the Dirac point as 

shown by the crossed transition arrow in Fig. 1 (e). A similar behavior is also 

known for optical transitions across the narrow bandgaps induced by a magnetic 

field in armchair carbon nanotubes [24, 38] or by the curvature effects in quasi-

metallic carbon nanotubes [37]. As specified in Table 2, the hybrid and inverse 

hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) correlation values are calculated to be less for ZGNR(5) 

compared to the high energy band gap h-BNZNR(6). Further scrutiny to the 

respective energy bands of h-BNZNR(6) indicates that the energy curves of h-

BNZNR(6) do not have any direct resemblance to the hybrid h-BN/CNT(6,6) nor to 
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its inverse hybrid nanotube by which it gained the highest absorption correlation 

value. Therefore, more investigative tests and analysis are required to understand 

the high correlation between the pairs h-BNZNR and hybrid h-BN/CNT and its 

inverse hybrid nanotube. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, high values of linear correlation were presented for the optical 

absorption resonances between tubular and ribbon nanostructure pairs of different 

compositions. In particular, high correlation coefficients (r > 0.85) were found for 

the following tube-ribbon pairs: ZGNR(9) and CNT(10,10), ZGNR(5) and h-

BNNT(6,6), ZGNR(5) and h-BNNT(7,7), and h-BNZNR(6) and inverse hybrid h-

BN/CNT(6,6).  This significant degree of correlation, however, does not 

necessarily indicate alignment of the optical resonances as demonstrated by the 

ZGNR(5) and tubes h-BNNT(6,6) and h-BNNT(7,7). For the hybrid h-

BN/CNT(6,6) structure, the band gap opening located at the Dirac point leads to 

distinct optical absorption transitions allowed across the gap. 
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